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POSSIBLE DISPOSAL OF PROPERTIES BY WAY OF PUBLIC TENDER
This announcement is made pursuant to the disclosure obligation under Rule 13.09 of the
Listing Rules.
The Board announces that Aramis International Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Company, is considering to dispose of the Properties by way of public tender. If suitable
offers are received through the public tender, the disposal of the Properties may constitute a
notifiable transaction of the Company under the Listing Rules and may be subject to the
reporting, announcement and shareholders’ approval requirements under Chapter 14 of the
Listing Rules.
Investors are reminded that the proposed disposal of the Properties may or may not
proceed, and therefore cautioned to exercise care when dealing in the Company’s
shares. Further announcement(s) relating to the proposed disposal of the Properties
will be made by the Company as and when appropriate in accordance with the Listing
Rules.
This announcement is made pursuant to the disclosure obligation under Rule 13.09 of the
Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited
(the “Listing Rules”).
The board of directors (the “Board”) of YGM Trading Limited (the “Company”, together
with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) announces that Aramis International Limited (“Aramis”), a
wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, is considering to dispose of Shop Nos. G29-G30
on Ground Floor and Shop No.15 on First Floor of Site D, Park Lane Shopper’s Boulevard,
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (the “Properties”) by way of public tender.
Aramis has appointed Knight Frank Hong Kong Limited as its sole and exclusive agent for
marketing the sale of the Properties by public tender. To the best knowledge, information and
belief of the directors of the Company, as at the date of this announcement, Knight Frank
Hong Kong Limited and its ultimate beneficial owners are third parties independent of and
not connected with the Company and its connected persons (as defined in the Listing Rules).
Marketing of the tender is expected to commence as and when the terms of the tender are
confirmed by the Company and the said tender is expected to close on or before 11 December
2010. If suitable offers are received through the public tender, the disposal of the Properties
may constitute a notifiable transaction of the Company under the Listing Rules and may be
subject to the reporting, announcement and shareholders’ approval requirements under
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Chapter 14 of the Listing Rules.
Investors are reminded that the proposed disposal of the Properties may or may not
proceed, and therefore cautioned to exercise care when dealing in the Company’s
shares. Further announcement(s) relating to the proposed disposal of the Properties
will be made by the Company as and when appropriate in accordance with the Listing
Rules.
By order of the Board
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